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Since the formulation of fuzzy set theory, there have
been attempts to solve complex control problems through the
application of this technique. Fuzzy control systems have
been successful in non linear and dynamic control problems,
which are complex and nondeterministic in nature. Studies
have shown that even neural networks learn better and faster
when fuzzy neurons are incorporated in the architecture
(Adibi, Salehi, Heshmatpanah, Firoozshashi and Baniardalani,
1994) . The domain knowledge needed for the control solution
can be easily expressed using simple linguistic terms in the
form of "If . . . THEN ..." rules (Yager, Ronald and Filev
94) .
However, membership functions that modify these
linguistic terms are not easily formulated. Once the rules
and the membership functions are formulated, they have to be
manually tuned to optimize performance.
Different techniques have been proposed for both tuning
the membership functions and generating the controllers
rules. An approach consists of numerical data based on fuzzy
partition to generate the rules by grids (Ishibishi, Nosaki
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and Yamamota, 93) . Another approach tunes the membership
functions by simply shifting the picks (center point) of the
membership functions (Yager and Filev, 1994). Similarly,
efforts have been made to use Genetic Algorithm (GA)
partially or comprehensively in building the fuzzy logic
controller (FLC). Lee and Takagi use the GA to extract the
membership functions' parameters and the rules in the pole
balancing problem (Lee and Takagi, 93) . GA mechanics were
also applied in designing a control system for the robot
guidance system (Sabrino, Casao and Sanchaze, 93) . These
designs manipulate the GA chromosomes differently. Unlike
the traditional alignment of the chromosomes. Cooper and
Vidal use a different algorithm, which aligns rules that
match most closely to each other, then followed by the next
closest matching rules (Cooper and Vidal, 93).
There is more than one model of a control system, the
traditional mathematical and the logical model. Both of
these models use variables and parameters. The operators for
the mathematical and the logical model are algebraic and
logical operators respectively. The logical model is used to
implement the system defined in this thesis.
To summarize, performance of a fuzzy logic control
system mostly depends on the membership functions and the
rules that use these functions. Building the rules and the
membership functions is not simple. The objective of this
research is to automatically generate a fuzzy logic
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controller (FLC) given a characteristic input/output data.
1.1 Outline of Thesis
In Chapter 2, Genetic Algorithm, Fuzzy Set Theory and
Fuzzy logic Control, are reviewed. Chapter 3 discusses the
design and implementation of the automated fuzzy logic
controller and present the results. Chapter 4 concludes this




In this chapter the components that support the GA based
fuzzy logic controller are discussed. The fundamental
concepts of GA is introduced followed by basic concepts of
fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic control.
2.1 Basic Concepts of Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are biologically oriented search
techniques that imitate genetic evolution (Holland, 1975).
The GA uses a probabilistic model to guide its search. It
begins search by generating a random population which is
comprised of chromosomes with fixed length. Biologically,
each chromosome is made up of finite number of genes which
represent the parameters.
The following are characteristics of GA that makes it
different from other search methods (Petry, George, Srikanth
and Prabhu, 1993).
* GA search uses a set of candidate solutions
during each iteration rather than a single
solution.
* The search is done in a string-space, using some
functional mapping from the solution space to the
string space.
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* The fitness for each candidate is calculated,
and it is used to determine how good a candidate
provides solution.
* It does not require large memory for the search.
The memory needed to store the solution or string
selected is the only memory requirement needed.
* It is a randomized algorithm.





While (termination condition not reached)
Perform crossover (randomized)
Perform mutation (randomized)





There are three basic operations in GA, namely,
generating the chromosomes, crossover, and mutation. The
chromosomes are initially generated randomly as strings.
Substrings coded as unsigned binary integers, represent the
parameters which form a partial solution to the problem. The
fitness function determines the quality of a given
chromosome. The likelihood that a chromosome with a low
fitness will be selected for reproduction is low, and this
consequently reduces its chance to propagate.
The new population is reproduced by applying the
operations of crossover and mutation. A chromosome with a
higher fitness has a greater chance of been selected for
reproduction.
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After a pair of strings has been selected, the crossover
operation is performed. The crossover point is random.
There may be more than one crossover point. Crossover is
achieved by splicing a portion of the first parent string,
and the second parent. The string becomes a member of the
resulting new population (see Figure la).
Mutation ensures the search is not trapped in a local
minima and that vital information about the genes are not
lost over generations. It involves the inversion of one or
more bits (see Figure lb).
For the application described in this thesis, the GA
will be used to generate the rules and tune the membership
functions. The organism that will be generated by the GA is
sent to the fuzzy logic controller module which forms the
objective function. The objective function determines the
quality of the membership functions and the rules generated.
The GA mechanism ensures that those generated values produce
optimal results (with respect to the control functions).
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Figure 1: Genetic Operations, (a) crossover (b) mutation.
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2.2 Basic Concepts of Fuzzy Sets
Unlike the crisp (classical) set, an element in the
fuzzy set is mapped to [1,0] . This concept was formalized by
Lotfi A. Zadeh in the 60s (Zadeh, 65) . Fuzzy sets are
briefly explored in this chapter. For the remainder of this
paper the classical set will be referred to as the crisp set.
Unlike the crisp set where the mapping of an element x
of a crisp set results to 0 or 1, {0,l}, the mapping of an
element in fuzzy subset results to [0,1] as defined below:
/X3 : X -> [0,1] .
X is the universe of discourse, and is called the
membership function which is associated with the subset S.
A membership function may have any shape, such as triangular
or trapezoidal.
The membership function calculates the degree to which
an element belongs to the given fuzzy subset. The statement
"the temperature is high", has a value attached to it, and
which can be represented by the fuzzy subsets, true, less
true, and not true. This representation captures the
vagueness of such situations.
2.3 Operations on Fuzzy Sets
The operations that apply to crisp sets also apply to
fuzzy subsets. The operators follow the same pattern, but
since the fuzzy subsets are multivalued, the operators apply
differently, with different terminologies. The terms "max"
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and "min" are substituted for the classical union and
intersection respectively.
Example
subset A = {0.7/xl, 0.l/x2, 0.l/x3, 0.0/x4}
B = {l.O/xl, 0.0/x2, 0.5/x3, 0.9/x4}
C = A u B, the max (union) of fuzzy subsets A and B
where x e X, is defined by
C(x) = max(A(x),B(x)) = {l.O/xl, 0.l/x2, 1.0/x3,
0.9/x4}.
Similarly,
C = A n B, the min (intersection) of fuzzy subsets A and
B, where x e X, is defined by
C(x) = min(A(x),B(x) ) = {0.7/xl,0.0/x2, 0.l/x3, 0.0/x4}.
The compliment of an element .4/x is defined by
~x = 1 - A(x) = 1 - .4 = .6.
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2.4 Fuzzy Logic Control
Control theory has been in existence formally since 1944
but the idea has been around for centuries (see Figure 2).
Most of existing feedback systems use mathematical models.
This technique has been slowly replaced by a less
sophisticated model known as the linguistic model.
controller controlled object
Figure 2. Architecture of a Classical Feedback
Control System
The fuzzy control system is knowledge based and it is
not as complex as the mathematical control model (see Figure
3) .
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Figure 3. Architecture of a Fuzzy Logic Controller
The steps to designing an FLC are:
1. Determine the control criteria and the action.
2. Determine the membership functions, rules and the
linguistic variables.
3. Determine the Fuzzification and Defuzzification
strategy.
In any fuzzy logic controller (FLC), the driving force
of the controller is the rule base which consists of a set of
"IF . . . THEN . . ." rules. These rules have antecedents
and consequent. The antecedents are the input variables
while the outputs are the consequent. The rules are of the
forms given below:
if speed is high then gas-flow is high
if temp is high and pressure is low
then valve is low and power is high
So the control action depends on the final output of a single
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rule. For some feedforward controllers, the control action
depends on both the current state of the controlled object
and the previous control action.
The rules contain the linguistic modifiers such as low,
high, very-open. The reference fuzzy sets are used to
represent there linguistic terms, and the linguistic values
form the term sets. For instance, the linguistic values -
low, norm, and high, are used to represent the value of the
term set temperature (see Figure 4).
Figure 4: Membership functions of fuzzy sets
representing the linguistic labels, low, norm, and
high.
2.5 Fuzzification
The process of converting an input (for example, reading
from the sensor) to a fuzzy value is known as fuzzification.
When a value goes into the FLC, it is transformed into a
fuzzy output, with a value for each linguistic label in the
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same term set. This is done by passing the crisp value
through the membership function which maps crisp value to the
degree for which it belongs to the subsets (see Figure 5).
/* if sensor is less than or equal the low threshold
return 1 else calculate is membership degree to
to the low fuzzy subset*/
if(sensor_temp <= *(parameter+1)) vlo = 1;
else {j = sensor_temp;
vlo = *(parameter +l)/j;}
if(vlo != 1.0) vlo = 1-((1 - vlo) * *(parameter));
else vlo = 1;
if (vlo < 0) vlo = 0;
/*calculate the membership degree to the norm
fuzzy subset*/
if(sensor_temp < *(parameter +3)) j= *(parameter+3) +
*(parameter+3) - sensor_temp;
else j = sensor_temp;
vnom = *(parameter+3)/j;
if( vnom != 1.0) vnom=l-((1-vnom) * *(parameter+2));
else vnom = 1;
if (vnom < 0) vnom = 0;
/* if sensor reading is less than the high threshold
calculate is membership degree to high, else
return 1 */
if (sensor_temp < *(parameter+5))
{j= *(parameter+5)+ * (parameter+5)-sensor_temp;
vhi = *(parameter+5)/j;}
else vhi = 1;
if(vhi != 1.0) vhi=l-((l - vhi) * *(parameter+4));
else vhi = 1;
if (vhi < 0) vhi = 0;
Figure 5. Degree of Membership Generator
Figure 5 shows code that fuzzifies a crisp value, and returns
the degree to which the crisp value belongs to the three
fuzzy subsets (low, norm, high).
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2.6 Inference Engine
The FLC searches the rule base to find which rules apply
to the input values resulting from the fuzzification of the
inputs. When this happens, it is referred to as the firing
of the rule. Since there may be more than one rule fired, it
is necessary to make sure that the desired output is obtained
from the appropriate rule. The steps involved are as follows
(Yager and Filev, 94).
1. Obtain the firing level of every rule
2. Get the Output for every rule
3. Use the output of rules to obtain the systems output
From the input, the firing level of each rule is
determined. This value, or level is .referred to as the
"degree of firing" (DOF) (Yager, Ronald and Filev, 94). The
DOF gives the vagueness or truthfulness of each rule, Ri.
The process of calculating the DOF is called fuzzy
implication. The Mamdani method is mostly used for
inferencing (Yager, Ronald and Filev, 94) . The output of the
rule is obtained by ANDing the DOF and the consequent fuzzy
subset, and the fuzzy value is fed into the defuzzification
unit.
2.7 Defuzzification
After the FLC has generated an output value in the form
of a fuzzy subset, it must convert it back to a crisp value,
or a value usable by the controlled object. The conversion
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of the fuzzy value to a crisp value is called
defuzzification. The most common defuzzification methods
used are the Center of Area (COA) and Mean of Maxima (MOM).
In this paper the COA method is used (see Figure 6). The COA
method is obtained by
y* = E .
E F(yi)
Example:
Let F(y) = [0,0,.5,1,1] be the membership function of
the output fuzzy set inferred by the FLC, and let Y =
[1,2,3,4,51 be the universe of discourse, the defuzzified
value
y* = (0*1)+ (0*2)+ (.5*3)+ (1*4)+ (1*5) .
(.5+1+1)
The MOM is obtained by
y* = 1/qEi^iyi,
where q is the cardinality of I*, and I* is the set of
elements of universe Y.
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void defuzzify{rule,di,pvalue, tvalue)
int *di; /* The index of the inferred rule */
RULE *rule;
float *pvalue, /* defuzzified value for temperature
float *tvalue; and pressure */
float tfuzzy_out[14]; /* fuzzy output of the inferred
float pfuzzy_out[14]; rule for power and valve */
float temp,pres,tnumarator,tdenum,pnumarator,pdenum;
int i,j;
pdenum = pnumarator = tdenum = tnumarator = 0;
for (i=0;i<14;i++)
{
temp = tfuzzy_out[i] =
min(rule[di].pfuz_subset[i],rule[di].tgrade);
tnumarator += temp * o[i];
if (temp != 0)
tdenum += rule[di].pfuz_subset[i];
pres = pfuzzy_out[i] =
min(rule[di].ofuz_subset[i],rule[di].pgrade);
pnumarator += pres * o[i];
if (pres != 0)
pdenum += rule[di] .ofuz subset [i];
}
*tvalue = tnumarator/tdenum;
*pvalue = pnumarator /pdenum;
}
Figure 6. Defuzzification module - converts fuzzy
value to a crisp value
Figure 6 takes the inferred rule, calculates the its fuzzy
output and converts it to a crisp value that will be usable
by the controlled object.
2.8 Fuzzy System Models
A fuzzy system model can be a linguistic model (LM) or
Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) model. The TSK model uses a
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combination of fuzzy and non fuzzy concepts. The rules are
logical, both the antecedents and the consequent are fuzzy in
nature. It also incorporates a learning technique. This
research is directed toward linguistic models, which are
primarily a collection of "IF . . . THEN ..." rules.
There are basically three kinds of linguistic model rules
(Yager, Ronald and Filev, 94) .
1. Single input single output (SISO), for example, "if A is
B then Y is Z".
2. Multiple input single output (MISO), for example, "if A1
is B1 and . . . and An is Bn then Y is Z".
3. Multiple input multiple output (MIMO), for example, "if
A1 is B1 and . . . and An is Bn then Y1 is Z1 and . . .
and Yn is Zn".
There are two types of linguistic models, the Mamdani
type and the logical type which are sometimes referred to as
the constructive and destructive type. The output of the
rules from Mamdani model is expressed as a fuzzy intersection
of the antecedents and the consequent. For example a Mamdani
rule of the form "if Ai is Bi then Wi is Zi", will have a
fuzzy output of the form given below.
Ri(x,y) = Bi(x) n Zi(y).
The logical model uses an exclusion approach. Unlike
the Mamdani type that uses the intersection operator, the
logical type model uses the union. For example the output of
a logical rule which is of the form, "if Ai is Bi then Wi is
Zi" is obtained by
Ri(x,y) = ~Bi(x) u Zi(y).
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The output of the rule is obtained by the union of each fuzzy
relation for the Mamdani method, while the output of







The objective of this research is to be able to
generate the rules for the rule base and tune the membership
functions for the fuzzy logic controller automatically. The
genetic algorithm is used to accomplish this task, i.e., the
FLC parameters will be generated by the genetic algorithm
(see figure 7).
Recall that the output of the genetic algorithm is a set
of chromosome with a finite number of genes represented as a
string. Each substring will represent a parameter needed for
the membership functions or the rules. The genetic algorithm
evaluates each string via the objective function. The
objective function returns the quality of solution generated.
3.1 Automated Fuzzy Logic Controller Design
The rule base which is a collection of "IF . . . THEN .
." rules and the membership functions determine the
performance of an FLC. The genetic algorithm approach is
used to generate and optimize both the membership functions
and the rules for the rule base.
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Figure 7. The FLC/GA Learning Architecture
3.2 Tuning the Membership Fxmctions
To determine the linguistic variables, the range of the
universe of discourse must be determined. The labels for
these term sets are low, norm, and high, which are fixed as
trapezoidal, triangular and trapezoidal functions
respectively.
The rules generated manually are used to tune the
membership functions. This is the bottleneck of designing an
FLC. There is no set standard for building a membership
function. For the tuning of the membership parameters, the
chromosome contains twelve substrings which are the
parameters needed (see Figure 8) . Parameter vl is a
substring that represents the offset of membership function
from the center point to the left and the right anchors.
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Parameter v2 represents the center point for the triangular
functions or the start of the values with membership degree
value of one for the trapezoidal functions (see Table 1 for
further description of the parameters).
Table 1 shows the comparison of membership functions'






Lts 2 3 12
1 1 1
1
vl offset and center point v2
1
Figure 8. String and substrings representation of
the Membership functions' parameters for temperature
and pressure.
3.3 Simultaneous Generation of Rules
and Tuning the Membership Functions
The membership functions and the rules will be tuned and
generated simultaneously. In addition to the initial twelve
parameters used to tune the membership functions, six more
parameters which will be used to generate the rules will be
introduced. The validity of these values is confirmed by
using the training values that are initially, individually
formulated with the help of an expert.
There are two values generated as mentioned earlier, for
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each membership function in GA's chromosome, vl which
represents the midpoint, or the value that has a membership
degree of one, and v2 which represents offset to the left and
the right anchors for each membership functions. The term
sets "temperature" and "pressure" have combinations of both
the trapezoidal and triangular membership functions.
The parameters are encoded as 8-bit unsigned binary-
integers. For this application, a chromosome contains twelve
parameters for the membership functions and six (if the
ranges for the two output variable are the same, it will be
unnecessary to duplicate the values) parameters for the
rules, and this gives the string length of 144 bits (see
Figure 9) . It is necessary to use the minimal chromosome
length when possible. It reduces the computation time during
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Figure 9. String and substrings representation
of the rules' parameters for low, norm and high.
Each linguistic label, low, norm and high, is
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represented by two parameters, the center and the offset (for
both the left and right anchors) . Both temperature and
pressure can be characterized by these labels.
The last six parameters contain the value for generating
the rules. The first parameter is the constant relative to
the linguistic labels, while the second parameter is a value
that must have a membership degree of one for the triangular
functions, or the start of values with the membership degree
of one for the trapezoidal functions.
Tuning the membership functions' parameters and
generating the rules for the rule base is done by the GA. It
searches the solution space to maximize the fitness value of
a chromosome (string). This fitness indicates the quality of
the parameters contained in the chromosome in classifying the
training data set.
The fitness is evaluated using the Mean Squared Error
(MSE).
MSE = sqrt(sum( x^ - x*)/(N-l)),
where x^ is the experimental value, x* is the mean of the
total error and N is the total number of data in the training
data set. Since the GA maximizes the fitness, the value
calculated by the MSE is modified by
fitness = 1/(1 - MSE),
which gets larger as the MSE gets smaller.
The GA keeps track of the chromosome with the best
fitness. At the end of the specified generation, or after
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the desired fitness is reached, the parameter of the
chromosome with best fitness that meets the criteria is
extracted and used in the control system after testing.
Figure 10 shows a set of rules on the left and right
side that are GA and manually generated respectively. Each
rule contains two fuzzy sets, power and valve. Each fuzzy
set is grouped into three subsets, low, norm and high.
Appendix B shows a comprehensive list of all the rules.
Figure 11 graphically illustrates the comparison of the
simulation using the GA based FLC and the manually designed
FLC respectively. Figure 12 shows the representation of the
articulated rules in linguistic forms.
24
Table 1. GA parameters versus manual parameters














Table 2. Parameter representation of GA's chromosome (string)
Parameter # Representation
0 offset, right anchor low temperature
1 center point, threshold low temp.
2 offset, left & right anchors norm temp
3 center point, norm temperature
4 offset, left anchor high temperature
5 center point, threshold high temp.
6 offset, right anchor low pressure
7 center point, threshold low pressure
8 offset, left Sc. right anchors norm pres
9 center point norm pressure
10 offset, left anchor high pressure
11 center point, threshold high pressure
12 constant relative to low subset
13 benchmark for low
14 constant relative to norm
15 benchmark for norm
16 constant relative to high
17 benchmark for high
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1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.25 0.25 1.00 1.00
0.00 0.00 0.56 0.56
0.00 0.00 0.27 0.27
0.00 0.00 0.06 0.06
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 0.00 n 1.00 0.00
1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
1.00 0.00 low 1.00 0,00
0.25 0.10 1.00 0.10
0.00 0.33 0.56 0.33
0.00 0.62 n 0.27 0.62
0.00 1,00 0.06 1.00
0.00 0.62 norm 0.00 0.62
0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33
0.00 0.10 J 0.00 0.10
0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0,00
0.00 0.00 high 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 -1 Rule 2 with low 0.00 0.00
1 1 power and norm valve
1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
1.00 0.00 1,00 0.00
0.25 0.00 1.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.56 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.27 0.09
0.00 0.00 0.06 0.26
0.00 0.10 0,00 0.47
0.00 0.33 0.00 0.71
0,00 0.62 0.00 1.00
0,00 1.00 0.00 1.00
0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
Figure 10: GA generated Rules vs manually generated rules
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Figure 11: Graphic representation of the GA based FLC data
"stga.dat" and manual FLC data, "sttr.dat".
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1. if temperature is low and pressure is low
then power is low and valve is low
2 . if temperature is low and pressure is norm
then power is low and valve is norm
3 . if temperature is low and pressure is high
then power is low and valve is high
4 . if temperature is norm and pressure is low
then power is norm and valve is low
5. if temperature is norm and pressure is norm
then power is norm and valve is norm
6 . if temperature is norm and pressure is high
then power is norm and valve is high
7. if temperature is high and pressure is high
then power is low and valve is low
8 . if temperature is high and pressure is norm
then power is high and valve is norm
9. if temperature is high and pressure is high
then power is high and valve is high
Figure 12. Articulated rules in linguistic forms.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A genetic algorithm based fuzzy logic controller was
designed and implemented. It was shown that, the GA can be
used successfully to tune the membership functions and to
generate the rules. The performance of the system wai^
adequate.
It is necessary for the training set to cover the entire
range of expected input, for the simple reason that it may
affect the practical performance of the system. Unlike the
systems where the number of rules are not known, there is no
duplication of rules.
Except in cases where asymmetric membership functions
are needed, having parameters in GA's chromosome to represent
the left and right anchor is not only redundant but may also
influence performance negatively. For the temperature and
pressure control problem it is repetitious, while it is
essential for the jointed pole problem, since the balancing
of the base pole significantly affects the upper half which
makes it necessary to have asymmetric functions.
The GA is an efficient method of tuning the FLC.
However, the GA runs the danger of being trapped in a local
30
minima since it uses a random approach. This is mostly
avoided by the use of the mutation operation.
The simulated performance of the system was good. The
next step is to test the system on industrial level problem.




SOURCE CODE FOR THE FLC
#include "fuzsys.h"
#define N 50 \* Number of training data samples *\
#define N2 18 \* Number of parameters from GA *\
#define d 0
/***********************************************************
This function returns the membership grade for a crisp value






float vlo, /*membership grade for low */
vhi, /* membership grade for high */
vnom; /* membership grade for norm*/
float j;
int i ;
if (sensor_temp <= *(parameter+1)) /*if sensor is less or */
vlo = 1; /*low benchmark vlo =1 */
else {j = sensor_temp; /* else vlo equal */
vlo = *(parameter +l)/j;} /*benchmake / sensor*/
if ( vlo != 1.0)
vlo = 1 - ((1 - vlo) * *(parameter)); /* normalize vlo */
else
if (vlo < 0) vlo = 0;
if (sensor_temp < *(parameter +3)) j = *(parameter+3) +
*(parameter+3) - sensor_temp;
else j = sensor_temp;
vnom = *(parameter+3)/j;
if ( vnom != 1.0) vnom = 1 - ((1 - vnom) * *(parameter+2));
else vnom = 1;
if (vnom < 0) vnom = 0;
if (sensor_temp < *(parameter+5)) {j = *(parameter +5) +
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* (parameter+5) - sensor_teinp;
else vhi = 1;
vhi = *{parameter+5)/j ;}
if ( vhi != 1.0) vhi = 1 - ((1 - vhi) * *(parameter+4));
else vhi = 1;
if (vhi < 0) vhi = 0;
/*************/
/*************/
if ((vlo >= vnom) && (vlo >= vhi)) {vnom = 0,vhi = 0;}
else
if ((vnom >= vhi) && (vnom >= vhi)) {vhi = 0; vlo = 0;}
else
if((vhi >= vlo) && (vhi >= vnom)) (vnom = 0;vlo =0;}
for (i=0;i<NRULES;i++)
if (vlo > 0){ /* if vlo is greater */
if (rule[i].tlabel[0] == low) /* that zero and*/
{ /* the rule's fuzzy set*/
rule[i].tlabel[1] = low;/* is low then */
rule[i].tgrade = vlo;/* assign m-grade */
} /* to the rule */
else /* else */
rule[i].tlabel[1] = nil;
if (rule[i].tlabel[0] == low)
rule[i].tgrade = vlo;/* set rule's */
else rule[i].tgrade =0; /* to 0 */
}
else
if (vnom > 0){







if (rule[i].tlabel[0] == norm)
rule[i].tgrade = vnom;
else rule[i].tgrade = 0;
}
else
if (vhi > 0){








if (rule[i] .tlabel [0] == high)
rule[i].tgrade = vhi;
else rule[i].tgrade = 0;
/**********************************************************
*This function returns the membership grades, vlo, vnom, vhi,
for fuzzy subsets low, norm and high, for the crisp input
from the preassure sensor.
***********************************************************/
pmembership_fun(parameter,sensor_pres,rule)
float *parameter, /* parameter list from the GA */
sensor_pres; /* pressure reading from sensor*/
RULE *rule;/* Rules in the rule base */
{
float vlo, /* membership grade for low */
vhi, /* membership grade for high */




if (sensor_pres < *(parameter+7)) vlo = 1;
else {j = sensor_pres;
vlo = *(parameter +7)/j;}
if ( vlo != 1.0) vlo = 1 - ((1 - vlo) * *(parameter+6));
else vlo = 1;
if (vlo < 0) vlo = 0;
/***************************************************/
if (sensor_pres < *(parameter +9)) j = *(parameter+9) +
*(parameter+9) - sensor_pres;
else j = sensor_pres;
vnom = *(parameter+9)/j;
if ( vnom != 1.0) vnom = 1 - ((1 - vnom) * *(parameter+8));
else vnom = 1;
if (vnom < 0) vnom = 0;
/**************************************************/
if (sensor_pres < * (parameter+11) ) {j = *(parameter +11)
* (parameter+11) - sensor__pres;
vhi = *(parameter+11)/j;
else vhi = 1;
}
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if ( vhi != 1.0) vhi = 1 - ((1 - vhi) * *(parameter+10));
else vhi = 1;
if (vhi < 0) vhi = 0;
/**************************************************/
/**********************************************************/
if ((vlo >= vnom) && (vlo >= vhi)) {vnom = 0,vhi = 0;}
else
if ((vnom >= vhi) && (vnom >= vhi)) {vhi = 0; vlo = 0;}
else
if((vhi >= vlo) && (vhi >= vnom)) (vnom = 0;vlo =0;}
for (i=0;i<NRULES;i++)
if (vlo > 0){







if (rule[i].plabel[0] == low)
rule[i].pgrade = vlo;
else rule[i].pgrade = 0;
}
else
if (vnom > 0){







if (rule[i].plabel[0] == norm)
rule[i].pgrade = vnom;
else rule[i].pgrade = 0;
}
else
if (vhi > 0){







if (rule[i].plabel[0] == high)
rule[i].pgrade = vhi;
else rule[i].pgrade = 0;
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/**********************************************************
♦This function calculates the fuzzy output from the infered
rule. THen the fuzzy output from the infered rule is




float *pvalue, /* defuzzified value for valve */









min(rule [di] .pfuz_subset[i],rule[di] .tgrade);
tnumarator += temp ♦ o[i];
if (temp != 0)
tdenum += rule[di].pfuz_subset[i];
pres = pfuzzy_out[i]
min(rule [di] .ofuz_subset[i],rule[di] .pgrade);
pnumarator += pres ♦ o[i];
if (pres != 0)
















for (i = 0;i< NRULES;i++)
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rule [i] .dof = min(rule[i] .pgrade,rule[i] .tgrade);








float data[N] [6];/ training data set */
float *fitnes; /* fitness to be return to GA */
{
int i,j;
float error [N] [2] ;
float tsum,psum,peavg,teavg;
float tesqd,pesqd,temp,ttlerr;
ttlerr=tesqd = pesqd = tsum = psum = 0;
for (i = 0; i<N;i++)
{
temp = data[i] [2] - data[i] [4] ;
if (temp <0) temp *= -1;
error [i] [0] = temp;
tsum += error [i] [0] ;
temp = data[i] [3] - data[i] [5] ;
if (temp < 0) temp *= -1;





if (teavg < 0) teavg = 0;
if (peavg < 0) peavg = 0;
for (i = 0; i<N;i++)
{
tesqd += (error[i] [0] - teavg ) * (error [i] [0] - teavg
) ;
pesqd += (error[i][1] - peavg ) * (error[i][1] - peavg
) ;
}





The rules for for the FLC system is generated using the










float r[9] [2] [14],ps,os,incro,incrp;
flag = 0;
pincr = 1;oincr = 1;
for (k = 0;k<9;k++)
{
incrp =incro = -1;
if (k%3 == 0) {os = para2[13];
if (os == 0) os = 4.0;
osl = para2[12];
if (osl == 0) osl = 2;}
else
if (k%3 == 1) (os = para2 [15] ;
if (os == 0) os = 7.0;
osl = para2[14];
if (osl == 0) osl = 3;}
else
(os = para2[17];
if (os == 0) os = 11.0;
osl = para2[16];
if (osl == 0) osl = 3.2;}
if (k<3) (ps = para2[13];
if (ps ==0) ps = 4.0;
psl = para2 [12] ;
if (psl == 0) psl = 2.0;}
else
if (k<6) (ps = para2[15];
if (ps ==0) ps = 7.0;
psl = para2[14] ;
if (psl == 0) psl = 3.0;}
else
(ps = para2[17];
if (ps ==0) ps = 11.0;
psl = para2 [16] ;
if (psl == 0) psl = 3.2;}
pc = 1; oc = 1;
for (i = 0;i<14; i++)
{
if((pc<ps) ScSc (ps == 4)) o = 1;
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else
if ((pops) ScSc (ps == 10)) o = 1;
else
{
if (pc < ps) j = ps + ps - pc;
else j = pc;
o = ps/j;
flag = 0;
if ( o != 1.0) 0=1- ((1 - o) * psl);
else 0=1;
}
if (o < 0) 0=0;
Rules[k].pfuz_subset[i] = o;
/***************************************************/
if ((oc<os) && (os == 4)) gn = 1;
else
if ( (ooos) && (os == 10)) gn = 1;
else
{
if (oc < os) j = os + os - oc;
else j = OC;
gn = os/j;
flag = 0;
if ( gn != 1.0) gn = 1 - ((1 - gn) * osl);
else gn = 1;
}




/*printf("ps= %2.2f psl= %2.2f os= %2.2f osl=
%2.2f \n",ps,psl,os,osl) ; */
}
if (k < 3) Rules[k].tlabel[0] = 0 ;
else if (k <6)Rules[k] .tlabel [0] = 1;
else Rules[k].tlabel[0]= 2;
if (k%3 == 0) Rules[k].plabel[0] = 0;
else if (k%3 == 1) Rules[k] .plabel [0] = 1;
else Rules[k].plabel[0] = 2;
/***********************************************************











for (i = 0;i<N;i++)
{
for (j = 0;j<4;j++)
{





float *fit; /* GA's generated parameters' fitness */




RULE Rules [NRULES] , rule;/*rule structure define in Fuzsys.h*/










sensor_temp = data[i] [0] ;




defuzzify (Rules, di, &:Pvalue, &Tvalue) ;
data[i] [4] = Tvalue;
data[i] [5] = Pvalue;
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